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Our work is set in the framework of complex dynamical systems and, more precisely, that of Boolean automata
networks modeling regulation networks. We study how the choice of an update schedule impacts on the dynamics of
such a network. To do this, we explain how studying the dynamics of any network updated with an arbitrary block-
sequential update schedule can be reduced to the study of the dynamics of a different network updated in parallel. We
give special attention to networks whose underlying structure is a circuit, that is, Boolean automata circuits. These
particular and simple networks are known to serve as the “engines” of the dynamics of arbitrary regulation networks
containing them as sub-networks in that they are responsible for their variety of dynamical behaviours. We give both
the number of attractors of period p, ∀p ∈ N and the total number of attractors in the dynamics of Boolean automata
circuits updated with any block-sequential update schedule. We also detail the variety of dynamical behaviours that
such networks may exhibit according to the update schedule.
Keywords: Boolean automata network, cycles/circuits, attractors, discrete dynamical system, update/iteration sched-
ule
1 Introduction
From the point of view of theoretical biology as well as that of theoretical computer science, it seems to
be of great interest to address the question of the number of different asymptotic dynamical behaviours of a
regulation network. Close to the 16th Hilbert problem concerning the number of limit cycles of dynamical
systems [10], this question has already been considered in a certain number of works [3, 2, 13]. In the
same lines and with a similar will to understand the dynamical properties of (regulation) networks, we
decided to focus on the dynamics of Boolean automata networks.
Two aspects of these networks caught our attention. The first one is that, as Thomas [15] already
noticed, the “driving force” of their dynamics lies in their underlying circuits. Indeed, a network whose
underlying interaction graph is an acyclic digraph can only eventually end up in a configuration that will
never change over time (aka. fixed point). A network with retroactive loops, on the contrary, exhibits
†corresponding author
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more diverse dynamical behaviour patterns. This is why, before attempting to explain theoretically the
dynamics of Boolean automata networks whose interaction graphs are arbitrary, we decided to pay special
attention to the simple instance of Boolean automata networks that are Boolean automata circuits(i).
The other essential aspect of Boolean networks, or more generaly, of regulation networks, that we
concentrated on is their update schedule, that is, the order according to which the different interactions
that define the system occur. Robert [14] highlighted the importance of update schedules on the dynamics
of a system. In [7], the focus was put on the parallel update schedule that updates all automata of a
network synchronously at each time step of a discretised time scale. Now, although biological knowledge
about the precise schedules of gene regulations lack, one may argue reasonably that genes involved in a
same cellular physiological function are highly unlikely to perform there regulations in perfect synchrony
although biologists seem to agree that a certain amount of synchrony is not, on the whole, implausible.
In this paper, we consider a looser version of the parallel update schedule, namely, the general block-
sequential schedule that updates every automaton of a network exactly once at every step according to a
predefined order but which does not impose that all automata be updated at once. In other words, block-
sequential schedules define blocks of automata to be updated sequentially while within the blocks, the
automata are updated synchronously.
Section 2 introduces some definitions relative to general Boolean automata networks as well as some
preliminary results. Section 3 focuses on Boolean automata circuits and on their dynamics under arbitrary
block-sequential update schedules(ii).
2 Networks and their dynamics
We define a Boolean automata network of size n as a couple N = (G,F) where G = (V,A) is a
digraph of order |V | = n called the interaction graph of the network. The nodes of G are assimilated
to the automata of N . Vectors of {0, 1}n are seen as configurations of N . Their ith components are the
states of nodes i ∈ V . F = {fi : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} | i ∈ V } is the set of local transition functions
of the network. For each node i ∈ V , and each configuration x ∈ {0, 1}n, fi(x) depends only on the
components xj such that (j, i) ∈ A. For the sake of simplicity, we consider abusingly, in some cases, that
fi is a function of arity deg−(i) = |{j ∈ V | (j, i) ∈ A}| instead of n.
To define the dynamics of N , an update schedule s of the states of nodes needs to be specified. In this
paper, we consider only block-sequential update schedules, that is, functions s : V → {0, . . . , n−1} such
that for any node i ∈ V, s(i) gives the date of update of node i (t + s(i)smax , smax = max{s(i) | i ∈ V })
between any two time steps t and t+1. Thus, within a time step t, the states of all nodes are updated exactly
once. Without loss of generality, we suppose that update schedules s impose no “waiting period” within a
time step: min{s(i) | i ∈ V } = 0 and ∀0 ≤ d < n−1, ∃i ∈ V, s(i) = d+1 ⇒ ∃j ∈ V, s(j) = d. The
parallel update schedule denoted here by pi is the update schedule such that ∀i ∈ V, pi(i) = 0. It updates
all nodes at once. A sequential update schedule is a block-sequential update schedule s that updates only
one node at a time: ∀i 6= j, s(i) 6= s(j). The number of different update schedules of a set of n elements
is known to be exponential in n [6].
Example 2.1 Let V = {0, . . . , 5}. The function r : V → {0, . . . , 5} such that r(2) = 0, r(3) = r(4) = 1
and r(0) = r(1) = r(5) = 2 is a block sequential update schedule. The function s : V → {0, . . . , 5}
(i) and which also happen to be a simple instance of threshold Boolean automata networks [11].
(ii) Results presented in this paper and their proofs are detailed in [12].
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∈ V pi s = (5)(3)(1)(0)(2)(4) r = (2)(3, 4)(0, 1, 5)
0 f0(x3(t)) f0(x3(t+ 1))
= f0 ◦ f3(x2(t))
f0(x3(t+ 1))
= f0 ◦ f3 ◦ f2(x5(t))
1 f1(x2(t), x5(t)) f1(x2(t), x5(t+ 1))
= f1(x2(t), f5(x0(t)))
f1(x2(t+ 1), x5(t))
= f1(f2(x5(t)), x5(t))
2 f2(x5(t)) f2(x5(t+ 1))
= f2 ◦ f5(x0(t))
f2(x5(t))
3 f3(x2(t)) f3(x2(t)) f3(x2(t+ 1))
= f3 ◦ f2(x5(t))
4 f4(x5(t)) f4(x5(t+ 1))
= f4 ◦ f5(x0(t))
f4(x5(t))
5 f5(x0(t)) f5(x0(t)) f5(x0(t))
Fig. 1: Above: interaction graphs associated to the three different update schedules considered in example 2.1. Below:
a table giving the dependencies between states of nodes according to the update schedule of the network.
such that s(5) = 0, s(3) = 1, s(1) = 2, s(0) = 3, s(2) = 4 and s(4) = 5 is a sequential update
schedule. A more practical way of denoting r, s and the parallel update schedule is the following:
r ≡ (2)(3, 4)(0, 1, 5) s ≡ (5)(3)(1)(0)(2)(4) pi ≡ (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
A network N = (G,F), updated according to a block-sequential update schedule s is denoted by N(s).
Its dynamics is defined by the following global transition function:
Fs :
{ {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n
x 7→ (fs0 (x), . . . , fsn−1(x)) (1)
where ∀i ∈ V, fsi is the local transition function of node i relative to s and is defined by:
fsi (x) = fi(x
(s,i)), ∀j ∈ V, x(s,i)j =
{
xj if s(j) ≥ s(i)
fsj (x) if s(j) < s(i).
(2)
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In particular, if s = pi then ∀i ∈ V, fsi = fi and the global transition function simplifies to: F (pi)(x) =
(f0(x), . . . , fn−1(x)). When there is no ambiguity as to what network is being considered, for any initial
configuration x ∈ {0, 1}n, we write x = xs(0) and xs(t) = F ts(x) (where Fs is composed t times) and
when there is no ambiguity either on s, we write x = x(0) and x(t) = F ts(x). With this notation, (1) and
(2) mean that ∀i, j ∈ V such that (j, i) ∈ A, xi(t+ 1) depends on xj(t) if s(j) ≥ s(i), and on xj(t+ 1)
if s(j) < s(i).
For a network N updated with a particular update schedule s, we define a new interaction graph Gs =
(V,As), the interaction graph relative to s (see figure 1) such thatAs = {(j, i) | xsi (t+1) depends on xsj(t)}.
By an easy induction, this set of arcs can be shown to be equal to:
As = {(j, i) | there exists in G a directed path {v0 = j, v1 . . . , vl = i}
from j to i such that s(j) ≥ s(v1) and ∀ 1 ≤ k < l, s(vk) < s(vk+1)}. (3)
An important point is that when s = pi, Gpi = G. Further, defineNs = (Gs,Fs) to be the network whose
interaction graph is Gs and whose set of local transition functions is Fs = {fsi | i ∈ V }. Then, as one
may check, the dynamics of Ns(pi) is identical to that of N(s): the global transition functions of both
networks are equal to Fs. As a result, provided a characterisation of the graphs Gs, we may bring our
study of networks updated with arbitrary block-sequential update schedules back to the study of networks
updated in parallel.
The dynamics of a network N updated with an update schedule s is described by its iteration graph
I(N(s)) (and also, from the previous paragraph by the iteration graph I(Ns(pi))) whose nodes are the
configurations of N and whose arcs are the transitions (x(t), x(t+1)) from one configuration to another.
Since the set of configurations of any finite sized network is finite, all trajectories necessarily end up loop-
ing, i.e., ∀ x(0) ∈ {0, 1}n, ∃t, p, x(t + p) = x(t). Attractors of N(s) are orbits of such configurations
x(t) for which there exists a p ∈ N such that x(t) = x(t+ p). The smallest such p is called the period of
the attractor. Attractors of period one are called fixed points.
3 Boolean automata circuits
As mentioned in the introduction, we pay special attention here to a particular instance of Boolean
automata networks called Boolean automata circuits [7]. A circuit of size n is a digraph denoted by
Cn = (V,A). Its set of nodes V = {0, . . . , n− 1} is identified with Z/nZ so that, considering two nodes
i and j, i+ j designates the node i+ j mod n. The set of arcs of Cn is A = {(i, i+ 1) | i ∈ Z/nZ}. A
Boolean automata circuit is a Boolean automata network whose interaction graph is a circuit. Since any
node i in this graph has a unique incoming neighbour, i− 1, its local transition function fi is either equal
to the identity function id : a ∈ {0, 1} 7→ a or to the negation function neg : a ∈ {0, 1} 7→ ¬a = 1− a.
In the first case, the arc (i − 1, i) is said to be positive and in the second case it is said to be negative.
When there is an even number of negative arcs in the circuit, then the the sign of the (Boolean automata)
circuit is said to be positive. Otherwise it is said to be negative.
Let C = (Cn,F) be a Boolean automata circuit of size n whose set of local transition functions is
F = {fi | i ∈ Z/nZ}). Let s be an arbitrary block-sequential update schedule of C. For any node i ∈ V ,
let us note:
i∗ = max{k < i | s(k) ≥ s(k + 1)}.
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where the maximum is taken cyclically so that the number of arcs on a path from i∗ to i is is minimal.
From (3), it holds that As = {(i∗, i) | i ∈ V } and it can be shown that ∀i ∈ Z/nZ, fsi = F [i, i∗ + 1]
where:
∀i, j ∈ V, F [j, i] =
{
fj ◦ fj−1 ◦ . . . ◦ fi if i ≤ j
fj ◦ fj−1 ◦ . . . ◦ f0 ◦ fn−1 ◦ . . . ◦ fi if j < i
Following the remarks made in the previous section, the dynamics of C(s) is identical to that of Cs(pi) =
(Csn,Fs) where Fs = {F [i, i∗ + 1] | i ∈ Z/nZ}. Let us describe the digraph Csn. To do this, we first
define the inversions of C relative to s:
inv(s) = A \As = {(i, i+ 1) | s(i) < s(i+ 1)}.
For nodes of an inversion (i, i + 1), xsi+1(t + 1) depends on x
s
i (t + 1) instead of x
s
i (t) as is the case
when s(i + 1) ≤ s(i) and when, in particular, s = pi. Obviously, the number of inversions is strictly
smaller than n. The only block-sequential update schedule that has no inversions is the parallel update
schedule pi. From the characterisation of As given in equation 3, we derive that the nodes i∗ (i.e., the
nodes i ∈ Z/nZ, ∃j ∈ Z/nZ, i = j∗) form a circuit in Csn of size n − |inv(s)|. The |inv(s)| other
nodes that do not belong to this circuit depend on one and only one node in it (as in Figure 2). And since
the composition of all functions fi is necessarily equal to the composition of all functions F [i, i∗+1], the
sign of this circuit is equal to the sign of the original circuit Cn. From this description of the network Cs,
we may now derive the following result:
1
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a.
Fig. 2: a. The underlying interaction graph C6 of a network C = (C6,F). b. The interaction graph of Cs where
s ≡ (2)(3, 4)(0, 1, 5) and inv(s) = {(2, 3), (4, 5)}. The underlying circuit of size 4 in this second interaction graph
has as set of nodes {0, 1, 3, 5} = {i ∈ Z/6Z | ∃j ∈ Z/6Z, i = j∗}.
Proposition 3.1 Let C = (Cn,F) be a Boolean automata circuit of size n and let s and r be two block-
sequential update schedules of C. Then:
(i) The dynamics induced by s, that of C(s), and the dynamics induced by r, that of C(r), are identical
if and only if inv(s) = inv(r).
(ii) If inv(s) 6= inv(r), then the dynamics induced by s and by r have no attractor of period p > 1 in
common.
(iii) If |inv(s)| = k, then for any p ∈ N, C(s) has as many attractors of period p than any Boolean
automata circuit of size n− k, of same sign as C and updated with the parallel update schedule.
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Proof: (i) follows directly from theorem 1 of [5] and (iii) is derived from the description of the structure
of Csn made in the previous paragraph. To prove (ii), suppose that (i, i + 1) ∈ inv(r) \ inv(s) and that
there exists x = xs(t) = xr(t) ∈ {0, 1}n such that xs(t+ 1) = xr(t+ 1). Then:
xsi+1(t+ 2) = fi+1(x
s
i (t+ 2)) = F [i+ 1, i
∗ + 1](xsi∗(t+ 1))
and
xri+1(t+ 2) = fi+1(x
r
i (t+ 1)) = fi+1(x
s
i (t+ 1)) = F [i+ 1, i
∗ + 1](xsi∗(t))
where i∗ = max{k < i | s(k) ≥ s(k+1)} (as above). By the injectivity of F [i+1, i∗+1], this implies
that if xs(t + 2) = xr(t + 2) then xi∗(t + 1) = xi∗(t). Now, if x belongs to an attractor that is induced
identically by both s and r, then ∀t ∈ N, xs(t) = xr(t). As result, in this case, ∀t ∈ N, xsi∗(t + 1) =
xri∗(t) = x
s
i∗(t) (i.e., the state of node i
∗ is fixed in the attractor). As one can check this leads to states of
all nodes being fixed in the attractor which therfore is a fixed point. 2
In relation with point (ii) of Proposition 3.1 above, recall that if the dynamics of a network has fixed
points for a certain update schedule, then it has the same fixed points for every other update schedule.
The important consequence of point (iii) of Proposition 3.1 is that from the results in [7] concerning
the number of attractors of Boolean automata circuits updated in parallel, we may derive the number of
attractors of each period and in total of any Boolean automata circuit updated with any block-sequential
update schedule:
Corollary 3.1 Let C = (Cn,F) be a Boolean automata circuit of size n and s a block-sequential update
schedule of C such that |inv(s)| = k:
• If C is positive, then the total number of attractors in the dynamics of C(s) is given by T+p below.
For any integer p, the number of attractors of period p is either 0 if p does not divide n− k or it is
A+p :
T+p =
1
n− k ·
∑
p|n−k
ψ(
n− k
p
) · 2p, A+p =
1
p
·
∑
d|p
µ(
p
d
) · 2d.
• If C is negative, then the total number of attractors in the dynamics of C(s) is given by T−p below.
For any integer p, the number of attractors of period p is either 0 if n − k cannot be written
n− k = q × p2 where q ∈ N is odd, or it is A−p :
T−p =
1
2n
·
∑
odd p|n
ψ(
n
p
) · 2p, A−p =
1
p
·
∑
odd d| p2
µ(d) · 2 p2d .
Above, µ is the Mo¨bius (see [9, 1]) function and ψ the Euler totient function.
Following Proposition 3.1, we define the equivalence relation between update schedules that relates r
and s if and only if inv(s) = inv(r). [s] denotes the equivalence class of s for this relation. Proposi-
tion 3.2 below sums up some results concerning this relation:
Proposition 3.2 Let C = (Cn,F) be a Boolean automata circuit of size n.
(i) The total number of distinct dynamics induced by the different update schedules ofC is
∑n−1
k=0
(
n
k
)
=
2n − 1.
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i
Fig. 3: Interaction graph relative to one of the n equivalence classes of update schedules that have n− 1 inversions.
Each one of these classes is characterised by the unique node i ∈ Z/nZ that is such that (i, i+ 1) is not an inversion
and contains exactly one update schedule which is sequential, namely, the update schedule si ≡ (i+1)(i+2) . . . (i−
1)(i) such that inv(si) = {(j, j + 1), j 6= i}. Because there is a loop over node i in this graph, the dynamics of
C(si) contains only fixed points if Cn is positive and only attractors of period 2 if Cn is negative.
(ii) In every class [s], s 6= pi, there exists a sequential update schedule. Given the set of inversions of
the class, a sequential update schedule can be constructed effectively in O(n) steps.
(iii) Given a set of p > 1 configurations of C, A = {x(0), . . . , x(p− 1)}, we can determine in O(p · n)
steps whether there exists a block-sequential update schedule s such thatC(s) hasA as an attractor
of period p. If such an update schedule exists, with Algorithm 1 below, in O(p · n) steps, we can
compute its set of inversions as well as a sequential update schedule inducing the same dynamics.
Algorithm 1: Finding a sequential update schedule that induces a particular attractor of a given
Boolean automata circuit if it exists
Input: C = (Cn,F) and A = {x(0), . . . , x(p− 1)}.
begin
In O(p · n) steps, compute the set Api = {y(t) = Fpi(x(t− 1)) | 0 ≤ t < p};1
In O(p · n), compute the set inv = {(i− 1, i) | ∃t ≤ p, xi(t) 6= yi(t)} ;2
In O(n) steps, compute a sequential update schedule s using the3
set inv;
In O(p · n) steps, compute the set As = {F ts(x(0)) = xs(t) | 0 ≤ t < p} and4
check that As = A. If not, then no update schedule induces A as
an attractor;
Otherwise, output s.5
end
Proof: Point (i) of Proposition 3.2 above is a direct consequence of points (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3.1
and of the fact that the number of distinct equivalence classes of update schedules with k inversions is
(
n
k
)
(i.e., the number of different sets of k inversions).
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To prove Point (ii), let us show that for every set of k < n inversions, there exists a sequential update
schedule s that satisfies exactly these k inversions. Thus, let inv be a set of |inv| = k inversions and let
G = (V,A) be the acyclic digraph whose set of nodes is that of Cn (i.e., V = {0, . . . , n− 1}) and whose
set of arcs is A = {(i, i + 1) /∈ inv} ∪ {(i + 1, i) | (i, i + 1) ∈ inv} (in other words, G is obtained
by inverting all arcs of Cn that belong to inv). Then, any sequential update schedule s whose set of
inversions is inv satisfies the following:
∀(i, j) ∈ A, s(i) > s(i)
so that such a sequential update schedule s can be obtained in linear time using a topological ordering
algorithm on digraph G.
Finally, to prove Point (iii) and Algorithm 1, suppose that s is an existing block-sequential update
schedule that induces A as an attractor, i.e., ∀t < p, xs(t + 1) = fsi (x(t)) = x(t + 1). Let us show
that its set of inversions inv(s) is necessarily equal to inv. Suppose that (i − 1, i) /∈ inv(s). Then,
∀t < p, xi(t+1) = xsi (t+1) = fsi (x(t)) = fi(xi−1(t)) = yi(t+1) and consequently, (i− 1, i) /∈ inv.
Now, ∀i ∈ Z/nZ, again, let i∗ = max{j < i, (i∗, i∗ + 1) /∈ inv(s)}. It is easy to prove that the state
of any node j such that ∃i, j = i∗ necessarily changes in all attractors induced by s and in particular in
A. Suppose that (i − 1, i) ∈ inv(s). Let T < p be such that xi∗(T ) 6= xi∗(T + 1). Then, the following
holds:
xi(T + 2) = x
s
i (T + 2) = F [i, i
∗ + 1](xi∗(T + 1)) and
yi(T + 2) = fi(xi−1(T + 1)) = fi(xsi−1(T + 1)) = fi ◦ F [i− 1, i∗ + 1](xi∗(T ))
so that xi(T + 2) 6= yi(T + 2) and consequently (i− 1, i) ∈ inv. 2
4 Conclusion
Following the work presented in this paper, we believe that most combinatoric problems concerning
the dynamics Boolean automata circuits updated with block-sequential update schedules have now been
dealt with. We know the exact value of both the total number of attractors and the number of attractors of
period p, ∀p ∈ N, in the dynamics of positive and negative Boolean automata circuits of any size updated
with the synchronous, sequential and the block-sequential update schedules. We also know how many
different dynamics can be induced by the set of block-sequential update schedules of a Boolean automata
circuit.
One important question, however, remains unanswered: “What are the sizes of the equivalence classes
of block-sequential update schedules that yield the same dynamics?”. For the very particular cases of [pi]
and of the classes of update schedules with n− 1 inversions (where n is the size of the circuit) we know
that the size of the classes is 1. We also obtained a very intricate formula for the size of classes of update
schedules having consecutive inversions only. It implies that the sizes of such classes is exponential as
may certainly be that of many other classes. One motive (amongst others) for studying this question
follows from A. Elena’s work. In his PhD thesis [8], Elena computed statistics of the number of attractors
of threshold Boolean automata networks as well as of their periods averaging over all networks (of sizes
between 3 and 6) and all update schedules. For both, he found particularly small values. Now, as we
have already mentioned, it is known that underlying circuits play an important role in the dynamics of
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a network with an arbitrary structure. Knowing the answer to this question would help us to understand
better the averages found by Elena.
Therefore, beyond this question, we believe that there are two obvious extensions needed of our com-
binatoric analysis of the dynamics of circuits: one towards more general networks, that is, networks with
arbitrary underlying interaction graphs. In line, with [4], this would need to relate the dynamics of arbi-
trary networks with that of there embedded circuits. The second extension needed is in the direction of
other update schedules. Although understanding the dynamics of networks under block-sequential update
schedules is a first notable step, these update schedules remain rather unadapted to the modelisation of
biological networks. One may indeed argue that it is rather unrealistic that a network updates infallibly
every one of its nodes exactly once and according to the exact same order at every time step. It seems
more likely, that, on the contrary, some nodes may be updated more often than others and that the updating
of nodes may depend on some parameters in a way that cannot be translated by giving an order of update
as do block-sequential update schedules.
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